
Scenario GoalMiguel Hernandez
29 student

Miguel moves to Melbourne 
to start his Masters course.

Miguel uses his university’s 
online portal to find 
accommodation with other 
students and see resources 
on transport, banking etc.

He starts his course and 
integrates with the 
international student 
community through social 
events, clubs and Facebook 
groups

Once Miguel feels 
comfortable and settled in, 
he looks for ways to expand 
his network to meet locals 
and to improve his English

He finds it hard to make 
many Australian friends as 
they don’t have time for him

He researches what job 
opportunities are available 
to him in his industry

Struggling to find work in 
his industry, he looks for 
networking events to attend 
to ask for advice

Miguel attends a 
networking event where he 
meets professionals and 
asks for tips and 
opportunities

Unable to find part-time 
work in his industry at this 
time, Miguel finds a less 
skilled part-time job to pay 
for his studies

Miguel keeps in touch with 
his connections in case any 
opportunities come up in 
the future

Action

Stage

Touchpoint University’s online portal

Setting up banking, phone 
number, etc.

Organising accommodation

Finding his way round the 
city

Cost of moving to 
Melbourne

Needs to find work to 
support himelf

University events

Facebook groups

N/A Social / sports clubs

Facebook groups

Social / sports events seek.com.au


Facebook groups


linkedIn.com

Facebook


Careers department at uni

Facebook


Careers department at uni

Gumtree


Seek

LinkedIn

Pain points Choosing which university 
clubs and groups to join

Finding ways to meet locals

Communicating in his 
second language

Finding Facebook groups to 
join

Difficulty becoming friends 
with Australians

Not feeling connected to his 
new environment

Missing his friends and 
family

Randomly searching online 
for leads

Not sure how to navigate 
finding a job in Australia

Finding networking events Not knowing much about 
the event, the organisation, 
or who will be attending

Not knowing who talk to for 
advice

Lost hope in finding work 
that would help his career

Uncertainty over finding any 
relevant work

Relying on connctions in 
hopes that a job will come 
through

Having to work in a less 
skilled P/T job

Looking for mentors

Unable to find a job easily

Thinking

or saying

I can’t wait to study in 
Australia

I hope I can find some 
part-time work too

This is time 
consuming - so many 
little things to do

I love the thrill of 
being here

Wow so many people 
to meet!

I’m making friends 
from everywhere

I really want to meet 
some Australians

I like living here, the 
cluture is great

Locals are a bit 
different from people 
back home 

It would be great to 
find some work in my 
industry

This is difficult

I hope I can find 
someone experienced 
for advice

This isn’t what I was 
expecting

Perhaps an 
opportunity will come 
up later on

I’ll focus on my 
studies for now

At least now I can pay 
for my studiesIt’s hard to make real 

friends here, people 
seem to keep their 
distance

Opportunity HMW help Miguel transition 
seamlessly into Australia

HMW present information 
clearly for newly arrived 
internationals

HMW help Miguel deal with 
the cost of living in Australia

HMW help Miguel with tips 
on finding work

HMW help Miguel find 
suitable groups to join

HMW help Miguel find 
Facebook groups to join

HMW create an easy way 
for internationals to improve 
their English

HMW help Miguel find ways 
to meet locals

HMW help Miguel make 
Australian friends

HMW help connect Miguel 
with his new environment

HMW support Miguel when 
he feels homesick 

HMW help Miguel research 
which job opportunities 
exist in his industry

HMW advise Miguel on how 
to find a job in Australia

HMW improve visibility of 
networking events

HMW help Miguel talk to the 
right people

HMW help Miguel find work 
in his industry

HMW support Miguel as he 
tries to find work in his 
industry

HMW support Miguel’s 
career growth

HMW keep internationals 
engaged with people in their 
industry

HMW reduce uncertainty 
around Miguel finding work 
in his industry

HMW utilise the experience 
of local Australians to help 
Miguel

HMW communicate the 
value of the event to Miguel

Feeling Excited

Optimistic

Stimulated

Rushed

Excited

Connected

Settled

Excited


Sad

Disappointed

Hopeful Persistent

Lost

Curious

Engaged

Disappointed Determined

Trigger Settling in and finding friends seaching for a job

The work your 
company does sounds 
really interesting

How are things going 
at work?

Thanks for the advice - 
let’s keep in touch

HMW tailor networking 
events for internationals

HMW take the guess work 
out of Miguel finding a job 


